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No longer a test of classical knowledge, the modern crossword is a challenging labyrinth of clever

clues, timely puns, and computer-age acronyms that baffle even puzzle afficionados. Completely

revised and expanded, The Dell Crossword Dictionary ends the search for precisely the right word

by providing a ready reference as up-to-date as this morning's puzzle.Including a thoroughly

cross-referenced "Word Finder," the most extensive "Name-Finder" in any dictionary, and countless

special trivia sections, this comprehensive, easy to use reference tools is a must-have for any

puzzle fan. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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I have used this dictionary for over 25 years and have worn out my copy. It is well organized, easy

to research, and has the answers.

Mine is almost worn to shreds. I find it extremely useful, and the three and four letter word finders

easier to use than most. I agree that the name finder needs a serious update, but since many

crossword puzzles use the same clues, I have many penciled in names in that section. This

dictionary is one of two I use, the other being the New American which sometimes has a more

extensive listing under animal, herb, flower and star clues and a complimentary category listing.

Now, if they only would come out with a dictionary that would have more foreign word definitions

and also latin sayings, it would be perfect.

I love this dictionary and use it all the time. But it should be updated to now. The names in the



NAME FINDER ARE OUT DATED, plus all the other sections are too. Please let me know if you

plan on doing this.

I love this dictionary but it needs to be updated. The last copyright was 1994 and there are alot more

names that should be in the NAME FINDER, and all the sections of this dictionary...Please let my

know if you plan on a new copyright.Thank you.

I bought this book because my old one was outdated, particularly the name section. Because of the

new cover I thought this book had been updated. I was wrong. This is the same old 1994 or older

book with a new cover. This is a good book for solving puzzles but sadly outdated. I'm sorry I

bought it but it isn't worth the trouble to return it.

Very helpful when you need help doing crossword puzzles. The propernames are listed by first and

also last names. It is the best crossword Dictionary that i have used.

The names section is the one that distinguishes this book from all the others, but it badly needs to

be updated. I had to buy a replacement since an updated version was not available so now I must

transcribe all the penciled in names - a lot of work.

Multiple sources within one volume. Lots of Crossword Help even for the novice puzzel worker
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